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Enhancements in Aras Innovator 12.0 SP11
Improvements to Item's Workflow List Dialog


When an item goes through more than one workflow, a workflow list dialog is presented
to allow a user to select a specific workflow for more details. This dialog has been
improved by adding date/time properties as well as the user identity which initiated the
workflow. This allows a user to more easily differentiate between the workflows.

Maximize Life Cycle and Workflow windows


A maximize button is now available on Life Cycle and Workflow modal windows, to see
the content in a larger area.

Improved PolyItem create dialog


The PolyItem create dialog has been improved both in terms of usability and styling.
Only the poly sources for which the user has Can Add permission are now displayed,
and if only one poly source is permitted for a given user, the item is created immediately.

Pop-up dialogs updated for consistent usability


Many common dialogs are updated for consistent usability and styling, including "About",
"Activate Feature", "Service not available", "Activation Error", "Activation Successful",
"Import Feature License", "Prompt", "Purge", "Delete", "Search mode Warning",
"Unsaved Changes", "Change Password", "Change E-Signature" and "Error" dialogs.

Default authentication method


Plugin for Default authentication method has been created. Now Administrator is able to
configure default authentication method and database. After this User will be redirected
to predefined (default) authentication method and database even on first login skipping
Innovator login screen in case of external authentication.

Dynamic Viewer improvements


The Dynamic Viewer - used for 3D Visualization - has been improved for initial load and
refresh for displaying 3D content.
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1.1.1 Issues Fixed in Aras Innovator 12.0 SP11
Issue #

Description

F-000424

Many common dialogs are updated for consistent usability and styling,
including "About", "Activate Feature", "Service not available", "Activation Error",
"Activation Successful", "Import Feature License", "Prompt", "Purge", "Delete",
"Search mode Warning", "Unsaved Changes", "Change Password", "Change
E-Signature" and "Error" dialogs.

F-002500

Editing change made to properties of an item in a relationship grid are
automatically synchronized with properties in form fields, if that same item is
currently open in a main tab.

F-002940

Query Builder has been improved for cases where aggregate functions are
used in conditions.

F-002998,
F-003005,
F-003063

The Dynamic Viewer - used for 3D Visualization - has been improved for initial
load and refresh for displaying 3D content.

F-003075

A Maximize button is now available on Life Cycle and Workflow modal
windows, to see the content in a larger area.

F-003076

The PolyItem create dialog has been improved both in terms of usability and
styling. Only the poly sources for which the user has Can Add permission are
now displayed, and if only one poly source is permitted for a given user, the
item is created immediately.

F-003138

When an item goes through multiple workflows, a workflow list dialog is
presented to allow a user to select a specific workflow for more details. This
dialog has been improved by adding date/time properties as well as the user
identity which initiated the workflow.

I-022361,
086815

The Technical Document Editor will now render external/referenced content
after it has been converted.

I-022730

Corrected an issue in which, if the 'Zoom Window' was applied in the PDF
Viewer and 'Measure' was applied with recorded measurement, the discussion
panel would save the measurement values, but the measurement point labels
would not be displayed in the snapshot.

I-022731

Corrected an issue in which, if 'Zoom' was applied in PDF Viewer and
'Measure' was applied with recorded measurement, the discussion panel would
save the measurement values, but the measurement point labels would be
shifted in the snapshot.

